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SUNFLOWER CHAPTER MEETINGS
Monthly meetings of the Sunflower Chapter are held at 6:30 PM on the last
Wednesday of each month. The meeting site is Spears Restaurant at 4323
West Maple Street, Wichita, Kansas.
                SUNFLOWER CHAPTER NEWSLETTER
The Sunflower Chapter Newsletter is published quarterly and distributed to
Sunflower Chapter members, AMCA Chapters, AMCA Officers, Sunflow-
er Sponsors, and Sunflower commercial advertisers.
               SUNFLOWER CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the Antique Motorcycle Club of America is required to be
eligible for membership in the Sunflower Chapter of the AMCA. Dues are
$20.00 per calendar year, and membership is open to any member of the
AMCA. Members of the Sunflower Chapter will receive four issues of the
club newsletter, and a membership card,
                           SUNFLOWER SPONSORS
Sponsors will an advertisement in four issues of the Sunflower Chapter
Newsletter in return for a $25.00 annual donation.

                SUNFLOWER CHAPTER
of the

           Antique Motorcycle Club of America
President Vice President

 Jim Wellemeyer   Gram Pankratz
 1718 N. Illinois 10202 Sw. Pampas Rd
 Wichita, KS 67213   Augusta, KS 67010
 (316) 942-0160   (316) 734-0821

Secretary/Treasurer   Director
 Kelly Wardell    John Wiley
 157 SW 200th Street   406 Circle Lake Cir.
 Douglass, KS 67039   Wichita, KS 67209
 (316) 747-3244   (316) 932-5577

Director                                  Tulsa Region Ambassador
 Tim Bell    Joe Preston
 129 S. Prescott Ct.                1909 W. 92nd Perkins OK 74059
 Wichita, KS 67209                     405-714-8593

(316)210-6094 Editor
             Jim Wellemeyer
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

The year so far has been good for me.  A week of sub-
freezing weather caused me to use a little extra propane to keep the
garage warm, and a couple accumulating snows justified getting
the snow blower out for the first time in several years.  There were
several days of mid 70’s prior to the 40’s we put up with during the
Twisted Oz meet.

Robbie and I traveled to Texas for the Cherokee Chapter
Fandango meet.  It was the second year for the meet to be located
at the Gillespie county fairgrounds.  It was a huge event with acres
of vendors, many nice bikes in the show, and a big grandstand for
the vintage flat track racing.  New this year was a separate area for
vintage choppers and their vendors.  They had a good crowd and
put on vintage chopper dirt drags.  This is an event well worth the
drive to Fredericksburg TX, take a bike with you and can find
some great riding in the Texas Hill Country.

A new event to this area is the AHMRA, American Historic
Motorcycle Racing Association, Motofest, May 28,29,30.  This
will be held at Heartland Motorsports Park in Topeka.  This three-
day event will feature a swap meet, bike show, and bike races of all
types.  The Santa Fe Chapter is putting on a vintage bike display,
not part of the bike show.  It is free to display your bike, but you
will have to pay the gate admission for the event.

Wichita’s big night for cars is coming up July 10th.
Automobilia is a one-night show in downtown Wichita.  This year
the cars will be displayed on Douglas.  At our last meeting we
discussed having a Sunflower presence.  There are a couple of
members who will enter the show with their cars, and one bike
also.  Hopefully we can snag two spaces with the one bike between
them.  Other bikes that might show up could park there too.  It’s a
good opportunity for club exposure to the public.

Check this edition for details on the upcoming Chapter ride
in Grove OK, May 15.

Ride safe,
     Jim Wellemeyer
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021
Despite mother nature’s best efforts to spoil, the 5th annual

Twisted Oz Meet was successful.  The event was scheduled with a
vintage ride on Friday and the Swap Meet and Bike Show on
Saturday April 17th.  Friday turned out to be a total wash out with
light rain all day.  A better day was forecast for Sunday, so the ride
was rescheduled.

Planning for the meet started early in the year with the
usual discussions at the monthly meetings.  The Cherokee Chapter
Fandango was held the week before Twisted Oz, and the
Sunflower Chapter had a booth to promote the event.  About a
month earlier Mike Tomas, of Kiwi Indian, called me.  Mike
reproduces vintage v-twin Indian parts and builds complete Indian
replica bikes.  Mike told me he was almost finished with Kelly
Modlin’s 1939 replica Chief, which had been in work for more
than a year.  Plans now would include a surprise delivery of
Kelly’s motorcycle.  I caught up with Mike at the Fandango meet
and had an advance viewing of the beautiful bike.  The Texas
Fandango event was enormous, with over 100 vendors, a great
bike show, flat track races, and a vintage chopper show.  Perfect
weather on Saturday brought out a huge crowd, many people
stopped at our booth and expressed interest in the meet and
Twisted Oz.

A beautiful day in Texas brought out a throng of bikes
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021

With the ride cancelled, Friday was spent dodging rain
showers and preparing for the swap meet.  Mike Tomas showed up
and presented Kelly with his new-old Chief.  Kelly was grinning
ear to ear the rest of the day.  Volunteers showed up late afternoon
for pizza and the coordination meeting.

Great racing at Fandango, vintage chopper drags in the
foreground and flat trackers in the back
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021

Just as the forecast predicted Saturday was cold, starting in
the low 40’s and struggling to make 50 by late afternoon, it felt
even colder with a breeze from the north and very little sun.  There
was good support from vendors with 22 attending, some traveling
in from Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Illinois, Oregon, and
California.  Public attendance was down, no doubt due to the
weather, but there was a good showing of quality bikes for the bike
show.  As the meet wrapped up, the general opinion was that it was
a success.
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021

The ride on Sunday
started much the same, with
the sun coming out between
clouds a little more often than
Saturday.  There were 14
bikes in the group with 2 cars
trailing.  Jerry Ottaway’s
Super Six Indian was being
ridden by Mike Tomas, and he
was very impressed with the
legendary bike.  The route we
took was on familiar roads,
starting on Thunder Road,
then north on Santa Fe Lake
Road, before heading east and
out around Eldorado Lake.
We returned past Potwin and
eventually ended up at
Stearman Field.Jerry Ottaway and Mike Tomas

with the Super Six
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021

 Bill Page had a little trouble with his VL.  The oiler was
adding too much and a big puff of blue smoke would trail behind
the bike.  Bill turned off the route and went back home, followed
by a couple of other riders.  Arriving at his shop his plan was to
put the bike up and be done for the day.  The other guys were
having none of that and told Bill to grab another bike and get
riding.  They caught with the rest of the group at the first gas stop.
It’s a good thing Bill has a lot of Harley’s.
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021
The final stop, Stearman Field Bar and Grill, is a great

destination for a bike ride.  You can pull right up in front of the
restaurant on the airfield ramp, showing off for all the customers.
Just as we arrived on of the field, one of the three Stearman planes
that are based on the field, took off and made a pass over the
runway with its smoke system leaving a cloud blueish smoke
lingering on the field.   We had and enjoyable lunch with lots of
recounting of the last couple of days before all heading home.

Thanks to all the Sunflower members who volunteered,
participated, and enjoyed the 5th Annual Twisted Oz Meet.

Our volunteers at the coordination meeting
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021

A cold start to the day
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Twisted Oz Meet 2021

Kelly and Jerry congratulating bike show winners

Neil Havran in his Honda 500 on the vintage ride
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A Marvel of a Carburetor

A 1936 Indian Four Cylinder sits in the Twisted Oz
Museum in a line up of about six other 4 cylinder bikes.  It is a
beautiful motorcycle painted in a World’s Fair scheme of blue and
gold.  It has always been one of my favorites since the first time I
saw it over 10 years ago at Jerry Ottaway’s house.  That day Jerry
and Bill Gordon were putting the finishing touches on the
restoration.  Their recent efforts had been directed to getting a first
start on the bike, and why it wouldn’t run.

Fast forward to January 2021.  I had been to Twisted Oz
Museum a couple of times and found Jerry with the 36 Indian up
on the lift in the workshop.  There were a couple of different
carburetors on the bench, carburation was suspected as the
problem since the restoration was completed.  In 1936 Indian
redesigned their 4-cylinder engine, using an exhaust over inlet
design, also known as the upside-down 4-cylinder.  This design
only lasted two years, 36 and 37, and each had their own
carburetor setup.  The 1936 was a single Marvel and the 37 was a
dual Zenith carburetor.  This model Marvel carburetor was
manufactured specifically for the 36 Indian Four, it is an updraft
type.
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A Marvel of a Carburetor

Jerry had been contacting different folks in the antique
community trying to find information about the carburetor.  Elmer
Lower came through with a manual and some of his previous
experience with Marvels.  With that help Jerry found a major
problem, there was a spring missing for the air valve, and the
search was on for parts to a very rare carburetor.  I had studied that
carburetor the last couple of times I was in the shop.  Looking at it
on the outside it didn’t make sense to me.  It seemed like Jerry had
come to a standstill with the upside down 4.  I told Jerry I would
like to take the carb home and see if I could figure it out.

The Marvel manual was very detailed.  It explained the
design and operation, how to adjust and repair the carburetor, and
included a drawing and parts list.  Armed with all that data I was
ready to start.

Jerry had mentioned that it was leaking gas when it was on
the bike, so I started by connecting my test tank to it.  There was a
minor leak, but not like the float bowl was overflowing, which is
what I expected to find.  The disassembly was not difficult and
inside it was clean and in very good condition, as if it had been
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A Marvel of a Carburetor

recently overhauled.  The float adjustment was correct and with the
test tank turned on the bowl filled up and stopped at the correct
height.  I was curious whether the cork float was absorbing gas.  I
weighed it before letting I sit in fuel for 24 hours, there was no
change in weight.  With the three jets removed and the air valve
and piston removed I studied how the thing worked.  The air valve
piston moves the air valve in the throat of the carburetor, the vane
position is balanced by the spring that was missing.  Without that
spring it was never going work.
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A Marvel of a Carburetor

passage in the casting, and it ended at a tube in the throat of the
carb.  With no other venting of the float bowl, gas could not flow
in and fill the bowl.  The bowl filled during my test because the
two housing halves were separated.  I also found that the passage
through the casting would not pass air and was completed blocked
with old dried out gas.  With the passage cleaned out and a hole
punched in the gasket, I reassembled the carburetor.

I was feeling good about progress on the carb, I didn’t
know if the upside down 4 would run when the Marvel carburetor
was back on the bike, but I was pretty sure it would flow enough
gas to make some noise.  Next step was to install the carb.

To be continued:

I had recently worked on a set of Mikuni carburetors and I
had a spring that was left over from that project.  I didn’t know the
exact dimensions of the Marvel air valve spring, it seemed like it
would be similar to the leftover spring, but is was too long and to
large in diameter.  After digging through more left over Japanese
parts I found one that fit and was close enough to the right length
that adjustment knob would vary the pressure on the air valve.
That was purely luck.

With that major issue seemingly solved, I started preparing
to reassemble.  I was cleaning some sealant from the float bowl
gasket, when I noticed something odd. The was an imprint on the
gasket from the bowl the appeared to be for an air passage, but
there was no hole in the gasket for air to pass through.  I traced the
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This saga by the Old Sage is reprinted
with the kind permission of the Antique
Motorcycle Club of America. We thank
them for allowing us to reprint these
stories, because many of our Chapter
members have never had a chance to
read these entertaining articles

Bud Cox was one of the founding mem-
bers of the Sunflower Chapter and an
Honorary Member of the AMCA. He
penned the “Old Sage” articles for
more than thirteen years, with the first
episode appearing in the 1994 Winter
issue of  the AMCA magazine.  This
“Old Sage” episode originally ap-
peared in the 2004 Summer issue of
“The Antique Motorcycle”

Bill Gordon Photo

The Old Sage  1924-2016

I  had just completed a swap/buy deal and as a result of this,
 I had a pretty good late-model Chief in the back of my

pickup truck.  It had a few warts here and there, but it was
basically a pretty sound and complete machine. The color was
faded and a bit brown in places, but it was plain to see the
original color was the pretty light blue, that was popular in the
’40s.

The following morning I was up early and unloaded the
blue Chief in my storage shed and on the way home I stopped to
check out another late model Chief.  This second Chief (sounds
like they were they growing on trees–Editor) was a bright green
color and about the same condition as the blue one.  Good
fortune prevailed and I soon had the green Chief in the truck.
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Blue or Green

Back home I parked in the same place in the driveway
and went inside to gloat about the lucky streak I was having.
In a short time my son-in-law came by for coffee and just
about the first thing he said was, “It didn’t take you long to
paint that motorcycle that was in your truck. Yesterday it was
blue, today it’s green!”  My wife looked up and
said,“whaaat???”  You know, it was about then I realized that I
had completely forgotten to tell her about the second Chief.

Why do you need more than one carburetor?  I worked a set of 6
for a fellow member not to long ago.  I find pleasure in taking a
dirty and  fairly complex assembly apart and making it like new
again.  The real pleasure is whipping the throttle open and hearing
those six throats sing.  The answer to the question is, you just have
to feel it to know why.
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Riding with Style
Submitted by Stu Preston

Growing up in a white suburb of Rochester New York I
guess I was sheltered in many ways.  When I was in high
school we had a black County Sheriff deputy assigned to our
town.  He patrolled on the coolest Harley Davidson I'd ever
seen.  Apparently I caught his attention riding my SL350
Honda through the winter, snow and all.

Eventually deputy Bill Lucas and I ended up 'talking.'  He
was probably interested in breaking the ice somewhat in our
white community and I was probably intrigued to meet a
black man who talked with me--much less one in law
enforcement who rode a motorcycle!

Before long Bill invited me to go with him some weekend
to 'the other side of town' where they had dirt drag races on
Sunday afternoons.  So, one time I went with him.  We
stopped somewhere and picked up his brother Teddy.  Then
I was officially a minority white boy.  We arrived at a big field
out in the country somewhere.  There were probably a
hundred people there, most with motorcycles.  It was a
cultural, social event. My introduction to SOUL! There were
3 or 4 of us that were white but I soon forgot about that.
These people were COOL--and we all loved motorcycles.  I
soon became a regular there with my Honda.

This field had a couple lines with the grass worn off and
rutted from the racing.  There were all types and sizes of
bikes so always someone to pair up with for an interesting
race.  Most bikes were close to stock but there was a white
guy--older, maybe early 20s--with a street Sportster and a
knobby rear tire.  He did pretty well but he wasn't the fastest.

The guy who really fascinated me was a much older
black gentleman--maybe in his 60s?-- who rode an old rigid
Panhead Harley with rocker clutch, tank shift, and leather
saddlebags.  Maybe a few extra doo-dads.  He ran smooth
street tires but that didn't seem to hold him back.  He always
won, often by a lot.  I should mention this guy had STYLE
too.  He'd have a half cigar in his mouth, no helmet, and
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Riding with Style

once he got rolling he'd turn around and point to the other
rider chasing him.  He'd make tasteful gestures, teasing the
guy to try to catch him.  Occasionally he'd lay down on the
bike or hang a leg out the back, almost like the famous Rollie
Free picture.  He wasn't just fast, he put on a show.

At 17 years old I was mesmerized by this guy.  One time,
I had to ask him, 'How do you go so fast?"   He gave me a
big smile and said "Man, I just roll the throttle back and hang
on!"  No other explanation.  Decades later I believe he had
stroker flywheels in that motor.

Anyway, one day this flamboyant black gentleman took
off from the line, pulled ahead of his opponent, turned and
started his antics.  There were no bleachers or formal lines
on the ground.  Spectators would stand as close as they
dared to the bikes racing.  I would always stand near the
start line to get a good view of the launch.  Pan Man went
out of my sight before he reached the end of the track.
Suddenly there was a big uproar and a cloud of dust.  My
man had gone down.  I think he'd blown a tire.  We all ran to
the far end of the track.  He was laying on his back, gasping
for breath, looking very bad.  No cell phones in those days
so someone dashed off to find a phone and call an
ambulance.  It seemed to take forever. The ambulance
finally came and carried him off.

That night, back home, I was still concerned.  I had a
pretty good idea what hospital they'd taken him to. Some of
you might remember a time when we just talked to each
other without concerns about privacy or political
correctness.  I called the hospital and got a night duty nurse.
"I'm not really sure what to ask.  I think they brought a black
gentleman to you late this afternoon who'd fallen off his
motorcycle.  Do you have anyone there like that?"  "Yes, he
was here."  she said.   "Is, is.....is he alright?" I asked, almost
afraid to hear the answer.

She started laughing.  And she kept laughing.  "Yes, he
was fine as soon as we pulled the cigar out of his throat!!!"
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The Yamaha, a Short Story

Submitted by Kevin Moore

  My first motorcycle, a story growing up in the UK in the early
‘80s.

My brother and I hatched a scheme to buy a used motorcycle
between us as neither could scrape enough funds together to each
buy a bike. At the time my parents were dead set against the idea
as many young lads our age and older, were losing their lives on
motorcycles and we often heard them racing their “250s” along a
nearby highway. That was the biggest bike a 16 year old living in
the UK could ride back then, his “L” plates usually flapping in the
wind. (L for learner…)

My brother and I both had paper rounds and saved pocket
money, birthday and Christmas cash and anything else we had.
One evening with the Liverpool Echo newspaper spread over the
dining room floor we spotted a 1978 Yamaha DT175 for sale in
the motorcycle classified ads (remember those..!) We could just
afford it so we badgered my Dad to go take us for a look. He must
have been bored as he agreed and my mother gave in too!
That snowy afternoon we bought our first motorcycle and even
persuaded the seller to drop it off at our house as we had no truck
or trailer to get the bike home.

We rode the bike constantly that Spring on fields nearby our
house. Later that year my brother got himself an apprenticeship at
a nearby fertilizer plant and being only 15 could not ride the
Yamaha. So he got himself a new Kawasaki AE80 (my parent
signing the note for him) and I bought my brother out of his half of
the Yamaha.

It was the next year before I have enough money to MOT, tag
and buy insurance for the bike. That summer the government
finally bowed to parental pressure and decided to lower the learner
motorcycle size limit from 250 to 125. I would have to pass my
test immediately whilst the DT175 Yam was still legal!  I applied
for the test and received a date a week before the new rules would
go into effect. The pressure was on!  The day came, weather was
good and amazingly I passed the test!
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The Yamaha, a Short Story

Such a great sense of freedom to throw away your L plates,
now I could take a passenger (girlfriend..) and ride anywhere.
Some time later the Yamaha developed a rumble from the lower
end. I took it apart but lacked the skills to properly rebuild it. I
traded it for a Honda 90 step thru at the local dealer and since then
have never been without a bike of some sort.
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Upcoming Events

Sunflower Spring Ride
May 14,15,16

Grand Lake at Grove OK

Reservations @ Best Western Timber Ridge
918-786-6900  Sunflower rate $90

Camping - Cedar Oaks RV Park 918-786-4303

Schedule
Friday afternoon ride leaving at 3 pm

 Saturday ride departing the hotel at 9:30 am

Saturday evening, Bob and Glenda hosting
 a social hour at the lake house.
THIS IS BYOB, setups provided

Dinner at Shebang restaurant
provided by the Chapter.

 Smoked brisket, pulled pork, potato salad,
baked beans, and cobbler.

RSVP for dinner Required.
RSVP to Jim Wellemeyer, 316-461-1778

Reply by May 13th
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Announcements

The Sunflower Chapter
Welcomes New Members

Joe and Donna May
Dallas Preston
Dan Raberding

Joseph and Beth Briggs
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                     COMMERCIAL ADS
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                     COMMERCIAL ADS
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COMMERCIAL ADS

www.sunfloweramca.org
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April 17th ~ Twisted Oz Bike Show and Swap Meet

May 14,15,16  ~ Spring Chapter Ride, Grove OK  see details pg 21
May  26th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restau-
rant, 4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)
June  30th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restau-
rant, 4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)
July  10th ~ Wichita Automobilia
July  28th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restau-
rant, 4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)
August 25th ~ Sunflower Chapter monthly meeting at Spears Restau-
rant, 4323 West Maple (6:30 PM)

The Sunflower Chapter Newsletter will be published in February,
May, August, and November. The deadline date for each issue will
be the last day of the month preceding the month of publication.
Please send articles, tips, humor, event dates, notices, personal ads,
etc. to the editor as early as possible. Material submitted after the
deadline will be published if page space is available.

Sunflower Website ~www.sunfloweramca.org

      SUNFLOWER CALENDAR OF EVENTS

www.sunfloweramca.org
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                    NATIONAL MEETS
Feb 26-27  Omaha Chapter              Fremont, NE
Mar 4-6    Sunshine Chapter       New Smyrna Beach, FL
Apr 23-24  Perkiomen Chapter     Oley, PA
May 7-8     European Chapter       Raalte, Netherlands
May 14-16  Southern National       Denton, NC
June 4-6   Empire Chapter    Trumansburg, NY
June 11-12  Viking Chapter                  St. Paul, MN
June 18-19  Fort Sutter Chapter   Dixon, CA
June 25-26  Colonial Chapter    Harmony, NJ
July 16-18  Wauseon Meet               Wauseon, OH
Aug 6-7   Yankee Chapter    Terryville, CT
Aug 28-29  Australia Chapter    Bulli Australia
Oct 1-2   Chesapeake Chapter       Upperco, MD

AMCA 2021 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

                 NATIONAL ROAD RUNS
June 1-3  Phoenix Chapter Road Run, Kanab UT
June 21-23  Rocky Mountain Chptr Road Run, Crested Butte,CO
July 21-23  Yellowstone Chapter Road Run, Billings, MT
Sept 7-9           Roosevelt Chapter Road Run, Detroit Lakes, MN
Sept 20-22    Blue Ridge Chapter Road Run, North Carolina


